TOWN & COUNTRY
OUTDOOR

WS54 Outdoor

Town & Country sets the benchmark in premiere fireplace design with this massive panorama of flames. Built to
face the elements, the Widescreen WS54 Outdoor can withstand sub-zero temperatures while the disappearing
ceramic glass ensures Town & Country’s signature bold flames are always protected from wind. To withstand the
challenges of the outdoor environment, Town & Country outdoor fireplaces make extensive use of 304 stainless
steel, including all components exposed to the elements.

PANELS

Due to elevation and fuel type, flame characteristics might not be exactly as shown. Visit a showroom near you to experience the true beauty of live Town & Country flames.

COFFEE BEAN BROWN PORCELAIN
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BURNERS

BLACK PORCELAIN
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BLACK DIAMOND

TUMBLED GLASS IN 4 COLORS

TRANQUILITY

RIVER ROCK IN 3 FINISHES

TOWN & COUNTRY
OUTDOOR

TC42 Outdoor

The TC42 outdoor fireplace creates a captivating focal point in your outdoor space. It’s the perfect combination of elegant form and reliable function. The sealed firebox protects your luxury fireplace from the elements,
while disappearing ceramic glass – encased in a stainless steel frame – prevents any disruption from wind and
ensures a clean, clear view of the sizable flames. To withstand the challenges of the outdoor environment,
Town & Country outdoor fireplaces make extensive use of 304 stainless steel, including all components
exposed to the elements.

PANELS

Due to elevation and fuel type, flame characteristics might not be exactly as shown. Visit a showroom near you to experience the true beauty of live Town & Country flames.
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COUNTRY HOME
(natural gas only)

HEARTWOOD

CHALET

TRANQUILITY

BLACK DIAMOND

TUMBLED GLASS IN 4 COLORS

TOWN & COUNTRY
OUTDOOR

TC36 Outdoor

Expand your living space with Town & Country’s TC36 Outdoor gas fireplace. Whether your home is contemporary
or traditional, our interchangeable firebox panels and burner options offer endless stylish possibilities.
Create the perfect combination to complement your outdoor space decor and complete your design vision.
To withstand the challenges of the outdoor environment, Town & Country outdoor fireplaces make extensive
use of 304 stainless steel, including all components exposed to the elements.

PANELS

Due to elevation and fuel type, flame characteristics might not be exactly as shown. Visit a showroom near you to experience the true beauty of live Town & Country flames.
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BIRCHWOOD

COUNTRY HOME
(natural gas only)

HEARTWOOD
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TRANQUILITY

BLACK DIAMOND

TUMBLED GLASS IN 4 COLORS

INDOOR-OUTDOOR

TOWN & COUNTRY

WS54 See-Thru
Indoor-Outdoor

Our Widescreen WS54 See-Thru Indoor-Outdoor gas fireplace makes a striking architectural statement and takes
outdoor living to a luxurious new level. The see-thru design extends your living space and provides a connection
between interior and exterior areas allowing for all-season enjoyment. The generous, full flame profile is protected
by disappearing ceramic glass and remains unaffected by the elements.

PANELS

Due to elevation and fuel type, flame characteristics might not be exactly as shown. Visit a showroom near you to experience the true beauty of live Town & Country flames.
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LONG BEACH

BLACK DIAMOND

TUMBLED GLASS IN 4 COLORS

TRANQUILITY

RIVER ROCK IN 3 FINISHES

TOWN & COUNTRY
HELIFIRE 360

HELIFIRE 360

Our exciting new Town & Country HeliFire 360 adds a dramatic, eye-catching fire feature to any space. Its long,
luxurious flame casts a seductive glow and makes a bold design statement wherever it’s installed. The HeliFire 360
will be the dominant focal point to build your dream environment around.
Due to elevation, fuel type, vent length and orientation flame length may vary up to 30% . Visit a showroom near you to experience the true beauty of live Town & Country flames.

THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS

360º

With its ingenious design and unique construction,
HeliFire 360 offers endless installation options for
every possible application – from vertical to horizontal
and everything in between, one-sided to see-thru,
indoor or outdoor. The only limit is your imagination.
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Shown with custom surround

